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ABSTRACT
We have recently developed the Inferred Biomolec-
ular Interaction Server (IBIS) and database, which
reports, predicts and integrates different types of
interaction partners and locations of binding sites
in proteins based on the analysis of homologous
structural complexes. Here, we highlight several
new IBIS features and options. The server’s
webpage is now redesigned to allow users easier
access to data for different interaction types.
An entry page is added to give a quick summary
of available results and to now accept protein
sequence accessions. To elucidate the formation
of protein complexes, not just binary interactions,
IBIS currently presents an expandable interaction
network. Previously, IBIS provided annotations for
four different types of binding partners: proteins,
small molecules, nucleic acids and peptides; in the
current version a new protein–ion interaction type
has been added. Several options provide easy
downloads of IBIS data for all Protein Data Bank
(PDB) protein chains and the results for each
query. In this study, we show that about one-third
of all RefSeq sequences can be annotated with IBIS
interaction partners and binding sites. The IBIS
server is available at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
Structure/ibis/ibis.cgi and updated biweekly.
INTRODUCTION
Analysis of protein interactions is crucial for understand-
ing the mechanisms of cell function. There are many
different computational approaches to predict protein
interactions but comprehensive interactome mapping for
many organisms is still far from complete (1). Given that
the number of structures of protein complexes increases
by a few hundred every month, low-throughput and
high-resolution X-ray/NMR methods can be utilized to
complement and verify interactions obtained from
high-throughput screens and to infer interactions for
unknown proteins. A number of servers have been
developed for predicting protein binding sites from
structures by locating the binding pockets, by identifying
sequence and structural features of homologous proteins,
which are important for binding (1–8). A powerful
homology inference approach to infer protein interactions
has been introduced previously (9–12) and implemented in
several of the most recent servers (13–15). However,
annotations transferred from one homologous protein to
another may result in incorrect assignment for remote
homologs and even for close homologs if they have
different binding speciﬁcities. To verify and guide predic-
tions based on inference, one needs to ensure similarity
between the unknown query protein and on the
observed binding sites detected in homologs. Here, we
offer an updated version of the Inferred Biomolecular
Interactions Server (IBIS, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
Structure/ibis/ibis.cgi) database and server (16), which
imposes a number of rigorous criteria in its underlying
computational methods in order to increase the reliability
of homology-based inference of interactions. IBIS
provides annotations of binding partners and locations
of binding sites for protein–protein, protein–small
molecule, protein–nucleic acid, protein–peptide and
recently added protein–ion interactions. To ensure
biological relevance of binding sites to the query, IBIS
clusters similar binding sites found in homologous
proteins based on their sequence and structure conserva-
tion, further validates them using various approaches,
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match the query. The IBIS user interface is designed to
allow quick access to detailed information about binding
sites while at the same time providing a comprehensible
overview of the oftentimes complex interaction data.
There are important new features in the latest version
of IBIS, which we will describe in more detail in what
follows. To show interaction networks and imply protein
complexes rather than only binary interactions as in
the previous version, there is a ‘network graphic’ that
summarizes all interactions for a given query. The differ-
ent interaction categories for a query are presented in
a tabular form, so a user may easily ﬁnd binding sites of
interest. A new search facility has been implemented so
that a user can submit not only a Protein Data Bank
(PDB) code (17) but also GenBank identiﬁers or protein
accessions for sequences without known structures, which
are used to search the structure database for homologous
complexes. We have added a few options for easy down-
loads of IBIS data including an FTP site to download
IBIS data for all PDB protein chains. The IBIS server is
now linked to the Macromolecular Modeling Database
(MMDB) structure pages that allow users to see inferred
interactions for each structure entry. In this article we also
describe new results concerning coverage of the set of
RefSeq protein sequences by IBIS binding site
annotations.
USER INTERFACE REDESIGNED
The server’s webpage is redesigned to allow users easier
access to data for the different interaction types. A new
entry page gives a quick summary of available results and
accepts protein sequence accessions. To describe the role
IBIS can play in annotating and discovering putative
interactions, we now give a brief walkthrough of the
system as a typical user might encounter it. From the
IBIS homepage, there is a single query box that accepts
a protein accession, GenBank identiﬁer or protein struc-
ture identiﬁer (PDB accession) (Figure 1). If a protein
accession is entered, an intermediate page is displayed
showing the best result of a cBLAST (18) search of the
protein sequence against all protein sequences with known
structures. The sequence identity and fraction of this
sequence aligned is shown along with a link pointing to
the alignment. If this aligned range on the protein query is
of interest, one proceeds by following the main link to
‘view interactions’. From here, a summary of interactions
is displayed for the ‘template’ structure—homolog with the
known structure closest to the query protein. This
summary page gives a convenient starting point for quickly
winnowing down the types of interactions of interest. For
the example from Figure 1, the structure identiﬁer ‘1griA’
has been entered and the summary shows four types of
interactions: protein–protein, protein–chemical (small
molecule), protein–peptide and protein–ion.
To explore these putative interactions one can follow
the link of one of the types of interactions such as
protein–protein. A redesigned layout of the interactions
is displayed in three main boxes (Figure 2). The main
box on the center-right of the page presents lists of the
search results in several levels of detail. At the top is
a graphic of the query sequence (if the original query
does not have a known structure, the best homologous
structural template serves as the query) with a line of
conserved domains [CDD (19)], if present, shown in red
and below that IBIS binding site annotations are
displayed. The example in Figure 2 shows a query consist-
ing of three CDD domains. Interaction partners of
the ﬁrst SH3 domain of the query (SH3, Ubiquitin,
F-protein, RhoGEF and ANK) are shown in this ﬁgure,
although one can navigate over the interaction partners
for different domains by following the link to the CDD
grey boxes representing the domain annotations. At the
same time, the network graphic displays the combined
set of interaction partners for all domains of the query
protein.
For more information on these interactions, the table of
binding site clusters below shows one expandable line for
each interaction. The summary statistics on each line,
when expanded, reveal that each ‘interaction’ is actually
a clustered group of similar interactions. Expanding
the SH3 binding site cluster shows two non-redundant
structural evidences of this interaction, for example, an
interaction between chains B and C coming from PDB
structure 1jqq. In fact there are a total of six instances
of this interaction from two structures, which can be
viewed with the link ‘See all members’. For further
details of an interaction interface, the expanded cluster
line in the lower table includes a link to the helper
application, Cn3D, for an annotated visualization of the
binding surface in 3D computer graphics (http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/CN3D/cn3d.shtml). The table
also helps the user assess the applicability of the binding
site clusters for annotating a given query and lists ranking
score, percent identity, overlap with manually curated
sites and validation by the PISA (Protein Interfaces,
Surfaces, and Assemblies) algorithm (20).
The third box on the interaction results page is the
search reﬁnement box in the lower left-hand side.
It includes several dynamically updated options for
quickly reﬁning the result list. The result list can be
reﬁned by focusing on particular PDB structures or
on particular organisms or taxonomic groups. The
checkmarks are used to draw the user’s attention to
the appropriate lines of binding site clusters, which
contain the requested items. All reﬁnements can easily
be removed or switched back and forth. Finally, the
default practice of showing only interactions that have
been validated by PISA can be turned off to reveal all
interactions found. This can be useful to better understand
all possible data that are available, but should be
used with care as it permits crystal-packing interactions.
NETWORK IMAGES
To elucidate the formation of protein complexes, not just
binary interactions, IBIS currently presents a network
image of all types of interactions. Interactions of
the binding partners of the query protein (partners of
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structures taken from the binding site clusters and used
as queries in IBIS. The current schematic only displays
interactions between biomolecules that interact with the
original query protein; to obtain comprehensive
interaction data for any of these partners, one should
re-query IBIS with that protein. These interaction
images are found both on the initial search results
summary page (Figure 1) as well as on the main inter-
action results page in the upper left-hand box (Figure 2).
Nodes of various shapes depict the different biomol-
ecule types. Each protein, chemical and ion node repre-
sents interaction partners from binding site clusters and is
identiﬁed by the name of the cluster representative as
shown on the table of interaction partners (for proteins,
this is the name of the CDD superfamily). All nucleotide
partners are grouped into a single node labeled
‘DNA/RNA’. The query node is highlighted by red
color and all other nodes are assigned a unique color.
Edges, including self-loops, indicate interactions between
protein nodes and other types of nodes. Multiple lines are
drawn between two nodes to show that more than one
binding site cluster has been found for that interaction,
black lines are used for observed interactions and the
colored lines for inferred interactions. The thumbnail
version of the network has an identical layout and
simpliﬁed graphics compared to the larger image.
Schematics are created using the Graphviz library with
Node placement computed using a force-directed layout
algorithm (http://www.graphviz.org/).
NEW DATA TYPE: PROTEIN–ION INTERACTIONS
Previously, IBIS provided annotations for four different
types of binding partners: proteins, small molecules,
nucleic acids and peptides. Now a new interaction type
is included—protein–ion interactions. This is one of the
most abundant types of interactions and currently more
than one hundred thousand protein chains/domains can
be annotated with protein–ion interactions. Protein–ion
interactions are parsed from the structure data in the
same way as protein–small molecule interactions
with the changes that the capture radius of the interaction
is reduced from 4A ˚ for all other types to 3A ˚ for
Figure 1. IBIS interaction summary results page. The IBIS summary results page is shown for a protein accession or protein structure query entered
into the search box on the page. After submitting a query, an immediate summary of results is shown below with counts and examples given for each
interaction type. In addition, a summary network graphic is displayed, which can be expanded (see inset) as an alternative overview. Interaction
details can be explored by clicking on an interaction type.
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non-hydrogen atom and there is no minimum on the
number of protein binding site residues with an ion as
was imposed for other interaction types (16). Protein–
ion interactions are typically distinguished from protein–
small molecule interactions by the former’s tendency
toward much higher levels of conservation across many
species.
NEW DATA DOWNLOAD AND ACCESS OPTIONS
The web interface of IBIS has provided a convenient way
to study the interactions of a protein of interest in an
interactive fashion. For more systematic studies of
multiple protein queries, however, we now offer a couple
of options to streamline this endeavor. We have added a
few options for easy downloads of IBIS data: an FTP site
to download IBIS data for all PDB protein chains;
and per-query results from the website in the form of
Excel and XML data ﬁles. For data download, a single
archive ﬁle is created with each biweekly update and
placed in an FTP directory: ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pub/mmdb/ibis/. The directory contains a README.txt
ﬁle with speciﬁc instructions, the tar ﬁle that includes
individual ﬁles for each protein structure query with inter-
actions, and one example ﬁle to better illustrate what is
contained within the tar ﬁle. Statistics of all interactions
are monitored and a statistics table is provided for each
update on IBIS home page.
INTEGRATION WITH NCBI PROTEIN STRUCTURE
SERVICES
The IBIS server is linked to the MMDB (18) structure
page that allows users to see inferred interactions for
each structure entry. Using NCBI’s integrated Entrez
search service (21), one can potentially begin from a
wide variety of databases and end up looking at a
protein structure record. That record gives useful informa-
tion on the biological unit of the structure, and its
Figure 2. IBIS interaction results page. The main interaction results page is shown for the growth factor bound protein 2 structure query, 1gri. There
are three main boxes on the page and this ﬁgure shows three additional boxes (larger blue borders), which can be displayed by following the links
indicated by the dashed lines. The main box on the center-right has an upper sequence overview graphic of the binding sites inferred as potential
interaction partners with the query. In the lower panel of the box is a table with summary information of each binding site cluster. Expanding a row
of the table reveals the alignment of the binding sites. Additional information can be displayed for each interacting entity shown in the lower left.
Finally, there are two boxes on the left side, the top giving an expandable network image overview and the bottom box giving several search ﬁlters
for reﬁning the results on the right.
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relevant, inferred interactions from structurally related
proteins, there is a link in the upper-right corner of the
page to IBIS. Conversely, in IBIS the full structure record
can be viewed for any protein structure by following the
link in its accession. This linking gives a convenient way to
zoom in to a structure record for more contextual detail
and to zoom out to the IBIS record for a broader picture
of all relevant interactions inferred from many related
structures.
IBIS APPLICATION: ANNOTATION OF ALL REFSEQ
PROTEIN SEQUENCES
IBIS has been used to make high-quality binding site
annotations on all RefSeq protein sequences (22). We
took all protein sequences (12903605) from RefSeq
release 47 and tried to annotate each sequence with IBIS
binding sites. A protein sequence is annotated by IBIS if
and only if the average percent identity between the query
and binding site cluster members is >30%. We found that
about one-third of the RefSeq proteins (3876072) can be
annotated with at least one IBIS binding site and in total
49 million binding site annotations are assigned. As can
be seen in Figure 3 about 20–30% of RefSeq sequences are
annotated with protein–protein and protein–chemical
interactions and 5% can be characterized by IBIS
protein–DNA/RNA binding sites. Most of these annota-
tions come from the structural complexes of 30–50%
sequence identity to RefSeq sequences (Figure 3, inset).
IBIS binding site annotations add 11% of RefSeq
sequences (1493256) to the list of 4418746 currently
available RefSeq sequences annotated with CDD,
Swissprot (23) and other types of binding sites.
Therefore, all these binding site annotation resources
may provide up to 40% RefSeq annotation coverage.
CONCLUSION
Although recent advances in experimental methods for
identiﬁcation of protein–protein interactions have
provided extensive data on protein interaction networks,
current ‘interactome’ data sets suffer from a high rate of
false positives and low coverage. Complete structural
coverage of all protein complexes is desired but still
remains a daunting task. Nevertheless, as can be seen in
Figure 4, the number of observed and inferred protein
interactions based on structure data is increasing
rather rapidly with the highest rate of about 2000
domain–domain interactions per month (in the case of
protein–protein interactions domain is deﬁned as a unit
of interaction in IBIS) and the lowest rate of about
50 protein–DNA interactions per month. Interestingly,
the rate with which new interactions are deposited seems
to remain fairly constant and points to the need for more
extensive sampling of new interactions through the means
of structural genomics efforts that have focused so far
on structural fold coverage (24).
The interaction coverage should be complemented
with the high reliability of interactions. As was shown in
our previous studies, IBIS performance compares very
well with other computational methods and can reach
70–80% sensitivity and speciﬁcity for protein–small
molecule site annotations (25). We also showed that
there exists a trade off between speciﬁcity and sensitivity
between two implementations of our method when only
evolutionarily conserved binding site clusters or clusters
supported by only one observation (singletons) are used
(M. Tyagi et al., manuscript under revision). However, the
Figure 3. Annotation of RefSeq sequences using IBIS binding sites. Percentage of RefSeq sequences with annotated IBIS binding sites for each type
of interactions. Percentage of annotated RefSeq sequences at each inference threshold [average percent identity between query and binding site cluster
members (inset)].
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drop as dramatically as the speciﬁcity of the singleton
approach, so clustering of binding sites remains a
valuable and desirable tactic for prediction. Moreover,
what is important is that IBIS’s accuracy depends critic-
ally on its present feature to use all available data on
structural complexes and not to be conﬁned by the
non-redundant set of complexes as implemented in many
other approaches. The method’s performance drops sig-
niﬁcantly if a non-redundant set of structures is employed
pointing to the fact that the aggregation of all structural
data represents an invaluable source of information and
even small characteristic features of binding interfaces
should be accounted for by inference. Finally, we show
that inferring binding sites from homologous complexes
can be very useful to expand functional and interaction
annotations in the protein sequence database, with IBIS
interaction partner and binding sites currently covering
one-third of all RefSeq sequences.
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